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Unsteady strain rates significantly change the flame characteristics and hence
it is necessary to study these flame-flow interactions for laminar flames. In liter-
ature premixed counterflow flame with unsteady strain rates have been studied,
but most of the unsteadiness are oscillatory in nature [1, 2]. One of the most
fundamental ways of introducing unsteadiness in the applied strain is by intro-
ducing a step function[3]. A counterflow flame with a step function or heaviside
applied strain rate will be subjected to unsteadiness at the strain application,
but will reach a steady state with the progress of time. This initial unsteadiness
caused by sudden change of strain will affect many key parameters such as mass-
flow rate, flame motion, species diffusion etc before they attain a steady state.
In this study we would like to investigate the flame’s response to a heaviside
strain rate in terms of massflow rate and flame motion and try to model the
same using a 1st order approximated model. In order to avoid the complexity
of preferential diffusion our test flame is a premixed methane-air unity-Lewis
counterflow flame with φ = 0.8, and subjected to an applied heaviside strain
rate given by,

ain(t) =

{

ā if t ≤ 0

ā+∆a if t > 0.

The simulation of the counterflow flame was done using the TU/e inhouse
code CHEM1d, with DRM-19 chemcial mechanism. In fig. 1, the instantenous
change in strain rate and massflow rate at different time instances are plotted
and it can be clearly seen that for positive heaviside strain the strain profile and
the massflow profile is different from the steady state profile at t = 0+, and takes
a finite time to reach it. For a negative heaviside strain, the instantaneous strain
rate has steep negative gradient, and the mass flow is negative at t = 0+.Hence
it becomes important to study the flame position of such a counterflow flame
through which we will be able to judge the flame’s ability to adapt to a changing
strain rate. This will allow us to study the flame’s reaction time to changes
in applied strain, and will through light into time-scales associated with an
unsteady counterflow flame, and its coupling with flow straining.

The flame takes a finite time to respond to rapidly changing applied strain
and the response time of the flame is dependent on ā, ∆a, and also flame time-
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(a) Strain Profile, ain(t) = 520 + 200H(t).
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(b) Massflow, ain(t) = 520 + 200H(t).
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(c) Strain Profile, ain(t) = 720 − 200H(t).
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(d) Massflow, ain(t) = 720 − 200H(t).

Figure 1: Spatial profiles of strain and massflow in time of counterflow flame
with ain = 520 + 200(H)(t) and ain = 720− 200(H)(t).

scales. It was seen that the premixed flame is able to handle instanteous strain
rates which are higher than the extinction strain rate and also instanteous nega-
tive strain rate. The motion of the flame position when subjected to a negative
heaviside strain jump has second order effects as the massflow is instanteously
negative. With the help of the flame reaction time it will be easy to define
high and low frequency regimes for an oscillating counterflow flame. The flame
position modelling done using a first order model is able to predict the flame
response time trends, though it fails to capture second order effects and doesnt
predict the steady state flame position accurately.
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